DC6, a novel type of Dictyostelium discoideum gene regulated by secreted factors but not by cAMP.
We have isolated a gene, DC6, which is induced in the early aggregative stages of development in Dictyostelium discoideum. The increase in DC6 expression is dependent on high cell density, indicating that cellular interactions are required for DC6 induction. In low-cell-density cultures, the induction of DC6 occurs if supplied with conditioned medium of developing cells, suggesting that secreted factors are involved in DC6 induction. The expression of DC6 is not affected (1) in the presence of caffeine or adenosine, which block the production or the action of cAMP pulses, (2) in the presence of high concentrations of cAMP, or (3) in mutant strains (Synag7 and FrigidA), which are defective in transduction pathways of cAMP pulse signals. These results indicate that the induction of DC6 does not require extracellular cAMP pulse signals, which are known to regulate the expression of many genes in the early development. Independence of cAMP signals and dependence on other unknown cellular interactions are prominent characteristics of DC6.